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Methylammonium lead halide perovskites have recently emerged as a very attractive and versatile material

for solar cell production. Several different perovskite fabricationmethods can be used thoughmost of them

involve either spin coating, evaporation under high vacuum or a combination hereof. In this study we focus

on thermal evaporation of methylammonium iodide (MAI), or more specifically, why this process, in terms of

a physical vapour deposition, requires such a high deposition pressure to be successful. We use quartz

crystal micro balance (QCM) measurements as well as mass spectrometry. The results indicate that MAI

has a very low sticking especially if the substrate is held at elevated temperatures and is furthermore

observed to evaporate with disproportionation into primarily CH3NH2 and HI. Even when PbCl2 is

deposited on the QCM crystal, so that CH3NH3PbI(3�x)Clx perovskite can form, the MAI sticking remains

low, possibly due to the requirement that both species be present on the film surface at the same time

to form the perovskite. The results provide guidelines for designing a perovskite deposition chamber and

additionally fundamental information about MAI evaporation.
1 Introduction

Methylammonium lead halide perovskites (CH3NH3PbX3, X¼ I,
Br, Cl) have received a massive amount of attention in recent
years due to their very attractive material properties whichmake
them highly efficient as the absorber in a solar cell.1 These
properties include good carrier mobility, a high defect toler-
ance, high absorbance in the visible range and, additionally,
band gap tunability depending on the halides included.
Furthermore a wellspring of different fabrication methods have
been demonstrated in literature thus making the perovskites
very exible materials to work with.2–8 Though the most
common fabrication methods involve spin coating several
groups have reported using high- or low vacuum deposition to
fabricate devices. The advantage of using vacuum systems is the
ability to control the fabrication environment to a much higher
degree which normally results in a better reproducibility and
a superior lm quality. In spite of this, the reported power
conversion efficiencies (PCEs) from studies using co-
evaporation under high vacuum conditions are oen inferior
to those obtained using either spin coating or sequential
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deposition though examples of high efficiency cells have been
reported in literature.2,7,9–12 As noted by Ono et al.9 this short-
coming is oen attributed to the difficulties controlling the rate
of evaporation of methylammonium iodide (MAI), but the
nature of these difficulties are not detailed.

The challenge posed has given rise to some clever deposition
schemes which all rely on controlling the partial vapour pres-
sure of the MAI rather than its rate.2,10,13,14 Ono et al.13 use a high
vacuum system in which the perovskite is formed by co-
evaporating PbCl2 and MAI while controlling the pressure of
the later using the effusion cell temperature and a gate valve. Li
et al.10 demonstrates a sequential deposition method where the
Pb-containing lm is deposited by spin coating aer which it is
transferred to a test tube containing MAI. The tube is subse-
quently evacuated using a roughing pump and then heated by
submerging it into an oil bath. In both cases the deposition
pressure is much higher than what is usual for PVD processes
(0.31 Pa and 40.0 Pa, respectively) which usually run at pres-
sures below 5 � 10�4 Pa. At a pressure of 5 � 10�4 Pa one would
expect that the (nearly) ballistic transport from the source to the
target would give rise to a high incident ux density and good
lms. It is therefore peculiar that such high deposition pres-
sures are needed for successful perovskite deposition.

In this study we combine quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)
measurements of MAI deposition and evaporation with mass
spectrometry to examine what transpires during MAI evapora-
tion under vacuum conditions (<5 � 10�3 Pa). The QCM
experiments give information about MAI sticking to surfaces as
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 29899–29908 | 29899
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Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of the QCM set up which includes two
QCMs, which can be cooled or heated using a water circulation bath,
and an MAI effusion cell which can be closed with a shutter. The
distance from the effusion cell to the QCM sensor can be varied by
inserting a spacer on the chamber flange. The two QCMs sit with equal
distance to the center line of the effusion cell at a 180� angle with
respect to each other (see Fig. S1†) and with one facing the MAI source
while the other faces away from it.
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a function of temperature and by depositing at layer of PbCl2 on
the crystal before initiating the experiment insight into the
reaction kinetics of the perovskite layer is gained. Mass spec-
trometry complements the kinetics by elucidating which
compounds evaporate when MAI is heated in a vacuum. The
knowledge that may be gained from mass spectrometry, is the
reason why it has been used in several previous studies.15,16 The
emphasis of these recent studies was mostly CH3NH3PbI3
degradation and thus the applied temperature window is much
wider than the 85–150 �C, which is usually used when evapo-
rating MAI.5,10,11,13,17,18 In both papers the authors report that
MAI appears to thermally decompose into its constituents upon
evaporation. Nenon et al.16 measure peaks associated with
CH3NH2 at a temperature of around 110 �C but observe a shi
in the cracking pattern towards NH3 and CH3 at elevated
temperatures. The fact that the mass range in their experiments
does not extend above 100 AMU e�1 does, however, mean that
they are not able to directly observe any species containing I.
They are thus not able to give the full picture of MAI decom-
position. Juarez-Perez et al.15 show measurements with an
extended mass range (up to 200 AMU e�1) and report that MAI
decomposes into CH3I and NH3 but do not observe any volatiles
below 300 �C in contrast to Nenon et al.16 Though it is certainly
interesting to know what MAI decomposes into at 300 �C it is, as
mentioned, amuch too high temperature for MAI deposition. In
this work we therefore present mass spectrometry measure-
ments of MAI in the relevant 100–130 �C deposition tempera-
ture range supported by high temperature (up to 380 �C)
experiments for completeness. By using a sector magnet mass
spectrometer a highly increased mass resolution is obtained
while the mass-range is, importantly, extended up to 380 AMU
e�1 which allows us to detect I containing compounds. By
changing the ionization energy we can, additionally, infer the
effects of ionization fragmentation. This allows us elucidate if
the MAI decomposition happens thermally or in the ionization
process. By combining the results of both methods we suggest
an explanation of the peculiar behaviour of evaporative depo-
sition of MAI, which anyone designing an MAI evaporation
system for perovskites or otherwise should take into
consideration.
2 Experimental
2.1 Quartz crystal microbalance experiments

QCMs are routinely used in physical vapour deposition systems
as they allow one to gauge the thickness of the layers being
deposited by measuring the change of the resonance frequency
of a piezoelectric quartz crystal as the lm grows on it. The
correlation between the frequency change Df and the change in
deposited mass per unit area Dm is given by Sauerbrey equation

Df ¼ �CfDm, (1)

where Cf is called the sensitivity factor which depends on the
type of crystal used.19 From the equation it is clear that a drop in
frequency corresponds to material being deposited on the
crystal, and a positive deposition rate is correlated to a rate of
29900 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 29899–29908
frequency change. A schematic of the experimental set up used
for the QCM measurements is shown in Fig. 1.

In the system two QCMs, connected to an Incon SQM-160
control box, were installed with one facing the effusion cell
and one rotated by 180� facing away from it. Both sensors were
connected to a circulating water bath equipped with a thermo-
stat to control the temperature of the crystal during the exper-
iments. The effusion cell was an almost closed cell machined
from copper with a small “chimney” in the top which could be
closed off by a mechanical shutter. Using this system we
measured the deposition rate of MAI with the forward-facing
QCM either cooled to ca. 20 �C or held at 65 �C, 75 �C or
85 �C via the circulating water. For each experiment a fresh 6
MHz QCM crystal was used either as delivered or with various
layers of PbCl2 (Sigma Aldrich 98%) deposited onto it prior to
the experiment using thermal evaporation in a high vacuum
chamber.

As the resonance frequency of the QCM changes with
temperature a heating and thermalization procedure was
employed to ensure that the sensor was stable before beginning
the experiment. The water bath was run for 20 min to stabilize
at the desired temperature aer which the sensor was given an
hour to stabilize with the water owing. This procedure lead to
a frequency change of roughly �125 Hz when heating to 85 �C
(see Fig. S2† for details). Following the heating of the QCM, the
MAI source was given 30 min to heat to 130 �C and to stabilize.
In order to gauge the background rate of the system (i.e. the
deposition rate when the MAI source shutter is closed) the MAI
deposition was chopped by opening and closing the shutter
every 10 minutes (see Fig. 2). The nal two types of experiments
were to (1) change the distance from the source to the QCM and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 2 The observed rates of the MAI sticking experiments using the
forward facing QCM where TMAI is the MAI source temperature, TQCM

is the QCM temperature, Pbackgroud is the background pressure.
Extended tube means that the distance from the source to the sensor
was 19.5 cm as compared to the 9.5 cm used in Fig. 3. The black curve
shows the rate measured when the QCM crystal is water cooled and
blank. The red curve shows the rate when the QCM crystal is water
cooled and has 20 nm of PbCl2 deposited on it. Finally the blue curve
shows the rate when the QCM crystal is heated to 75 �C and has 20 nm
of PbCl2 while the green curve shows the rate when a blank crystal
heated to 65 �C, is used. In all cases the signal was chopped using
10 min intervals.
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(2) to measure the indirect (non ballistic) deposition by using
the reverse-facing QCM. The MAI used in the QCM experiments
was bought from Solaronix (lot number 24115).
2.2 Mass spectrometry experiments

The mass spectrometry experiments were carried out using
a Waters VG AutoSpec sector magnet mass spectrometer, which
ran at a background pressure below 5 � 10�5 Pa. To estimate
the effects of ionization fragmentation two different ionization
energies, namely 35 eV and 14 eV, were used. When comparing
spectra captured at the two energies it is important to empha-
size that count rate of any given compound depends on the lens
and slit settings of the instrument and thus the intensities
observed in the two experiments cannot be compared directly.
Conversely, the relative heights in spectra taken at the same
settings as well as peak occurrences may be compared. To
calibrate the mass/charge axis the reference chemical per-
uorokerosene (PFK) was injected through a septum and let
into the analyser were a calibration scan could be recorded. By
comparing the analyte scan with a PFK reference, as well as one
for atmospheric air, the appropriate shi in the mass/charge
axis could be identied and applied in subsequent data treat-
ment. Following the calibration run the system was evacuated
for approximately 50 min to remove any leover PFK.

The MAI was introduced in solid form using a source in
which a small Al cylinder carrying the powder could be inserted
inside a heating stage located immediately adjacent to the
ionization zone. To estimate the background signal of the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
system the source with the (empty) Al cylinder was inserted and
heated to 130 �C before a spectrum was recorded using either
14 eV or 35 eV as ionization energy. Then the source was allowed
to cool before the MAI was loaded and the source reinserted.
The source was then heated to 100 �C and subsequently to
110 �C where measurements using an ionization energy of 14 eV
were performed at each temperature. Finally the source was
heated to 130 �C where measurements using both 14 eV and
35 eV as ionization energies, were conducted. For the high
temperature experiments the equipment was initially calibrated
in a similar manner as before. Following the calibration 1–2 mg
of MAI was introduced and using an ionization energy of 14 eV
a mass spectrum was recorded at 100 �C. The temperature was
then increased in steps of 10 �C until reaching 140 �C where
mass spectra were recorded at each temperature. Aer 140 �C
the step size was increased to 20 �C until a nal temperature of
380 �C was reached. Each temperature increase and measure-
ment step took approximately 12 min. The MAI used in the
mass spectrometry experiments was synthesised in a similar
manner as reported by Li et al.10 In short, methylamine (Sigma
Aldrich 33% in ethanol) was mixed with pure ethanol kept at
0 �C using an ice bath. Aerwards HI (Sigma Aldrich 57% in
water) was added drop-wise while the solution was stirred
vigorously using a stir bar and le to stir for 2 h. The MAI
powder was then reclaimed using a rotary evaporator before
being recrystallized from pure ethanol and dried at 70 �C in
a tube furnace under an Ar ow.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 QCM experiments

Previous work has observed that MAI “seems to go everywhere”
in the vacuum chamber during deposition suggesting that line
of sight between the MAI source and the target is not needed.13

The obvious implication is that MAI has very low sticking and
bounces around in the chamber despite the chamber walls
being at room temperature. We see a rather dramatic demon-
stration of this with the experiment using the reversed QCM
where a substantial rate is observed even though there is no
direct path from the source to the QCM surface. The same
phenomenon explains that there is no apparent change in the
deposition rate upon moving the source further away from the
QCM (see Fig. S3 and S4†). It is important to underscore that
under the experimental conditions used (i.e. a deposition
pressure of 6.67� 10�3 Pa) the mean free path is larger than the
chamber dimensions and one would thus ordinarily expect that
no rate would be observed when the QCM is reversed and
cannot “see” the source directly. The inference is that MAI has
a very low sticking coefficient, which also explains why high
deposition pressures are needed to obtain proper perovskite
deposition. To study this inmore detail we performed a series of
experiments to gain further insight into the kinetics of MAI
deposition. In the rst experiment a blank QCM crystal was
used and the sensor was kept at cooling water temperature.
Then a measurement using a water cooled sensor along with
a crystal with a PbCl2 layer was performed and nally a sensor
held at 75 �C also with a PbCl2 layer was used. The rst
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 29899–29908 | 29901



Fig. 3 QCM experiments using the forward facing QCM in which the
sensor was heated to 65 �C (black), 75 �C (blue) or 85 �C (red) where
TMAI is the MAI source temperature, TQCM is the QCM temperature,
Pbackgroud is the background pressure. In all cases the crystal had 20 nm
of PbCl2 deposited on them and the signal was again chopped in
10 min intervals using the shutter on the MAI source.
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conguration mimics the situation where one controls the
deposition by controlling the rate of MAI and thus serves as
a reference for the rest of the experiments. The following two
experiments are equivalent to the sequential deposition scheme
performed at either room temperature or at an elevated
temperature, which has been reported to be optimal for
perovskite conversion.18

The results of the measurements are shown in Fig. 2 along
with the result of a running similar experiment but using
a blank crystal. The black trace shows that the rate appears to
decrease over time towards some steady state. The reason for
the dropoff is not fully understood, but we speculate that it is
caused by the topmost layers of the deposit being heated
slightly over time due to infrared irradiance from the source.
This lowers the sticking of the MAI and subsequently the
observed rate. Comparing the red and the black traces it is clear
that the addition of PbCl2 initially increases the sticking of the
MAI. This makes sense as the PbCl2 should be reactive towards
MAI, forming CH3NH3I(3�x)Clx, which means that it is energet-
ically more favourable to stick to the PbCl2 surface as compared
to the bare crystal or a pre-existing MAI layer. When the
temperature of the QCM is increased the rate is seen to drop off
much faster suggesting that all the PbCl2 is converted which
due to the increased diffusion of reactant species would happen
faster. However, an estimation of the amount of PbCl2 which
has been converted into CH3NH3I(3�x)Clx from the amount of
MAI that has been deposited, shows that a substantial amount
of PbCl2 should still be le unconverted (see the ESI†). The
more likely explanation therefore seems to be that the sticking
of the MAI is much diminished by the hotter surface. This is
supported by the fact that no rate can be observed when
running the same experiment using a blank crystal without
a PbCl2 layer (see Fig. 2 and S5†). Supporting this further is the
fact that the cooled crystal with PbCl2 has a higher initial rate
than when it is heated even though the starting surfaces are the
same (compare red trace with the blue trace). In all the
measurements it is evident that the rate does not go completely
to zero when the shutter is closed. This is especially apparent in
the experiments with the cooled QCM and during the rst
period with the shutter closed. The presence of a substantial
background rate is likely caused by continuous evaporation of
MAI from the walls of the chamber. The initially higher back-
ground rate, seen in the rst shutter cycle, could be due to MAI
sitting on the external surfaces of the source itself, which
evaporates much faster than the MAI sitting on the chamber
walls due to the higher temperature of the MAI source. This
serves to “clean” the source of MAI causing the background rate
to drop to what is delivered by the chamber.

To further examine the effect of substrate temperature we
performed additional depositions with the QCM heated to 65 �C
and 85 �C yielding the results shown in Fig. 3. The initial rates
are observed to be more or less the same in all cases but the
85 �C rate is seen to drop of more rapidly while the 65 �C rate
drops off marginally slower when comparing to the 75 �C rate.
This supports the hypothesis that a too high substrate
temperature is disadvantageous when considering MAI depo-
sition isolated, as the rate is seen to drop off faster with
29902 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 29899–29908
increased temperature. Even post annealing a stack of PbCl2
and MAI might prove problematic as a signicant part of the
MAI is likely to reevaporate especially if the annealing is done
under vacuum. An elevated sample temperature has, however,
been reported to be paramount for ensuring good perovskite
crystallization and one therefore needs a very high deposition
ux to compensate for the fast desorption.10,18 In addition, the
data in Fig. 3 (see also Fig. S6†) also supports that the samples
are not “running out” of PbCl2 since if this were the case the
total amount of deposited MAI, and thus the total frequency
change, should be the same regardless of temperature. Instead
a substantial difference in the terminal frequency is observed
(Df ¼ �250 Hz, �360 Hz and �405 Hz for the 85 �C, 75 �C and
65 �C cases, respectively). From these measurements one can
additionally make an estimation of the sticking coefficient, Sc,
of the MAI by comparing the incoming ux suggested by the
chamber pressure to the amount of material observed to stick.
The calculations in the SI yield the results that Sc,85�C ¼ 2.1 �
10�4, Sc,75�C ¼ 3.0 � 10�4 and Sc,65�C ¼ 3.4 � 10�4 which means
that one can expect to loose a substantial amount of the evap-
orated MAI to pumping.

The nal batch of experiments was conducted to elucidate
the possible effect of the thickness of the PbCl2 layer on the
deposition rate. To do so we performed the same type of
measurements as before, but using a crystal with either 150 nm
or 40 nm PbCl2 while keeping the QCM at 75 �C in both cases.
The results are displayed in Fig. 4. It is evident that the initial
rate is the same in all cases which is expected since the MAI
being deposited sees the same surface. As the deposition
progresses it, however, becomes clear that the rate saturates
faster when a thinner PbCl2 lm is used. The reason for this is
not clear but a plausible explanation could be that the diffusion
rate of MAI depends on the concentration of PbCl2 that is
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 4 QCM experiments using the forward facing QCM in which the
crystal was covered with either 20 nm (blue), 40 nm (red) or 150 nm of
PbCl2 (black). Like previous TMAI is the MAI source temperature, TQCM is
the QCM temperature, Pbackgroud is the background pressure. In all
cases the rate was again chopped in 10 min intervals using the shutter
on the MAI source.
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available for the MAI to react with. As reported by Chen et al.18

MAI is able to completely convert a 150 nm lm of PbCl2 into
perovskite which suggests that the MAI diffusion through the
lm is fast. This wouldmean that the MAI reacts throughout the
PbCl2 lm and consequently that the PbCl2 concentration in the
thicker lms will be higher for the same amount of deposited
MAI. Supporting this hypotheses is the observation that the rate
in the 40 nm PbCl2 experiment reaches that of the 20 nm PbCl2
experiment aer twice as long deposition time.
3.2 Mass spectrometry experiments

Having established that the sticking of MAI is generally very low
and that depositing the compound on a substrate held at
elevated temperatures as a result is difficult we turn to mass
spectrometry on pure MAI to explain what is causing this
phenomenon. In Fig. 5 the mass scans from 0–200 AMU e�1

with an MAI source temperature of 130 �C and ionization
energies of either 35 eV or 14 eV are shown. Comparing the
35 eV plot with its background it is clear that many new peaks
appear while some pre-existing peaks grow substantially. The
most important peaks are summarised in Table 1 along with the
most likely compounds they are associated with. The strong
presence of CH3, CH3N, CH3NH, CH3NH2, I and HI suggest that
the MAI thermally decomposes into its components upon
evaporation in vacuum which is further supported by the fact
that no signal is detected at m/z ¼ 159 where the parent
compound should be. From the data it is not immediately clear
whether or not NH3 or CH3NH3 is produced as their m/z signal
coincide with those of OH� (coming from H2O) and O2,
respectively. Closer examination of the peaks reveals that 4
peaks rather than 2 are observed, namely, atm/z ¼ 16.98 (OH�),
17.00 (NH3), 31.97 (O2) and 32.04 (CH3NH3) which suggests that
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
all four compounds are present (see Fig. S7 and S8† for details).
Comparing the peak locations to the expected ones (m/z ¼
17.01, 17.03, 32.00 and 32.07 for OH+, NH3, O2 and CH3NH3,
respectively) it is clear that the m/z axis is shied slightly but
also that the spacing between the peaks are as expected. The
slight shi can be explained by dri in the m/z axis which
happens over time and since the MAI spectrum was recorded
aer the calibration le such a shi is reasonable. Though NH3

is observed the N2 signal is seen to drastically increase when
evaporating MAI which suggests that a large part of the N from
the MAI forms molecular nitrogen rather than NH3 at the used
temperatures. In addition to the intense peaks mentioned
above several other substantial peaks are observed at m/z ¼
63.4, 64, 129, 142 and 150. The rst two of these are most likely
double charged I and HI which should be located at 63.5 AMU
e�1 and 64 AMU e�1, respectively. The peak at m/z ¼ 142 most
likely originates from CH3I while the last two are believed to be
some compound containing C, N and H and potentially I as
well. The peaks that are present in the background spectrum
but not in the MAI measurements are believed to be species that
are pumped away between the recording of the background
spectrum and the MAI spectrum as the later was recorded aer
the former. As always, when one is doing mass spectrometry,
cracking of the analyte into fragments due to the ionization
process is an important consideration and comparing the plots
for 35 eV ionization with those for 14 eV ionization (which is
very gentle and should suppress the cracking process) there are
indeed some differences worthy of attention.

The 14 eV spectrum features substantially fewer peaks,
which can partially be explained by the fact that the ionization
cross sections of many of the compounds are very low at this
gentle ionization energy.20 This is clearly exemplied by the fact
that the background spectrum measured at 14 eV only shows 3
peaks at m/z ¼ 18, 28 and 32. In the green spectrum in Fig. 5a,
which shows the 14 eV ionization data, only three major peaks
appear, namely, at m/z ¼ 30, 31 and 32, along with a very small
peak atm/z¼ 28. No peak atm/z ¼ 18 is, however, observed and
comparing to the background the peak at 28 AMU e�1 is seen to
be drastically less intense. The explanation for this is again
most likely that the background scan was done some time
before the MAI scan which means that the H2O and the N2 has
been evacuated. The fact that the peak at m/z ¼ 32 is amplied
substantially as compared to the background spectrum recor-
ded under identical instrument settings strongly suggests that
at least some of the peak at m/z ¼ 32 should be attributed to
CH3NH3 rather than O2. This is supported by the fact that only
one peak, coinciding with the one attributed to CH3NH3, is
observed upon closer inspection (see Fig. S8†). The indication
from the experiments is thus that MAI is thermally decomposed
into CH3NH3, CH3NH2, CH3NH and N2 fragments. Comparing
the ratio of the peaks atm/z ¼ 30 and 31 for the 14 eV and 35 eV
spectra it is seen that the dominating peak shis from CH3NH2

to CH3NH as the ionization energy is increased. This increasing
loss of hydrogen from the fragment with increasing ionization
energy is expected and shows some ionization fracturing is
indeed taking place – something which can also be concluded
when examining Fig. 5b. Here the peaks at m/z ¼ 127 and 128
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 29899–29908 | 29903



Fig. 5 Semi-log mass scans for MAI evaporated at 130 �C recorded using an ionization energy, Ei, of 35 eV or 14 eV. (a) Shows them/z ¼ 0–100
spectra while m/z ¼ 100–200 spectra are shown in (b). The counts axis starts from 10 counts as everything below that is designated as noise.

Table 1 Table showing the relevant peaks in MAI evaporation, the
compound giving rise to it and what parent molecule it might come
from

m/z Compound Likely parent molecule

15 CH3
+ CH3NH2 fragment

16 O+, CH4
+ O2 fragment, CH3NH2 fragment

17 NH3
+, OH+ CH3NH2fragment, H2O fragment

18 H2O
+ H2O parent peak

27 CHN+ CH3NH2 fragment
28 N2

+ CH3NH2 fragment
29 CH3N

+ CH3NH2 fragment
30 CH3NH

+ CH3NH2 fragment
31 CH3NH2

+ CH3NH2 parent peak
32 O2

+, CH3NH3
+ O2 parent peak, CH3NH3I fragment

127 I+ HI fragment
128 HI+ HI parent peak
159 CH3NH3I

+ CH3NH3I parent peak
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corresponding to I and HI and once more the dominating peak
is seen to switch from the heavier compound to the dehydro-
genated compound as the ionization energy is increased.

In order to minimize ionization cracking an ionization
energy of 14 eV was used to study the effects of MAI evaporation
temperature. From Fig. 6a and b it is clear that up until 130 �C
temperature has no other apparent effect than to control the
magnitude of the peak height. This is of course expected as
a higher evaporation rate is obtained by increasing the source
temperature, but it is important to note that the degree of
thermal decomposition is not dependent on temperature in the
100–130 �C range. MAI appears to simply evaporate dis-
sociatively as fragments as there is still no signal at m/z ¼ 159
where the parent compound should be. In the m/z ¼ 200–300
range only tiny peaks located at m/z ¼ 275 and m/z ¼ 254 are
present in the 100 �C and 130 �C spectra as shown in Fig. 6c. By
consulting the NIST database21 the m/z ¼ 275 can be associated
with C8H20IO2

� which appears to be thermally decomposing
29904 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 29899–29908
before 110 �C as it does not show up in either of the elevated
temperature spectra. The peak at 254 AMU e�1 can be attributed
to I2 and the explanation for why it is lacking in the two
remaining spectra is most likely that the rates are not high
enough for the peaks to emerge from the noise oor. In the nal
subgure of Fig. 6 another interesting feature appears in the
100 �C spectrum, namely the presence of a, albeit tiny, peak at
317.72 AMU e�1. This is very close to the expected location of the
MAI dimer, (CH3NH3I)2, which should be located at 317.94 AMU
e�1 and the discrepancy of 0.2 AMU e�1 can again be explained
with dri in the magnet calibration. The lack of the dimer in the
110 �C and 130 �C spectra suggests that it is not very thermally
stable something which is supported by the fact that its
observed intensity is minuscule compared to those of CH3NH2

and HI. The minor peaks of Fig. 5 and 6 are summarized in
Table 2 while the full m/z ¼ 200–300 and 300–400 range plots
are shown in Fig. S9 and S10.†

To further study the effects of the evaporation temperature
mass scans were measured using temperatures of up to 380 �C
while again employing an ionization energy of 14 eV. The
signicant peaks (>500 counts) of the resultant intensity plots
are shown in Fig. 7a and b. No signicant peaks were found
outside the m/z ranges indicated in the plots (m/z ¼ 14–48 and
125–145) as seen in Fig. S11 and S12†where the fullm/z¼ 0–100
and 100–200 range spectra are shown. Initially peaks at m/z ¼
28, 29, 30, 31, 127 and 128 are clearly observed which is in good
agreement with what was found previously. As temperature
increases these peaks become more intense and especially the
peak at m/z ¼ 127 is seen to be drastically elevated. This
suggests that HI thermally decomposes into I and H at 160 �C as
the signals are seen to be equally strong. Due to detector satu-
ration at 65 000 counts it is not clear whether or not HI or I is
the dominant species at these temperatures. At around 160 �C
several additional peaks located atm/z¼ 15, 32, 129, 142 as well
as very faint peaks at m/z ¼ 17, 18, 44 and 45, appear. The
explanation for the appearance of the new peaks is to some
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 6 Semi-log or linear plots showing the mass spectrometry data obtained using an ionization energy of 14 eV at an MAI source temperature
of either 100 �C, 110 �C or 130 �C. (a) Shows the data in the 0–100m/z range, (b) in the 100–200m/z range, (c) in the 250–280m/z range and (d)
in the 317.6–318 m/z range. The counts axis again starts from 10 which defines the noise floor.

Table 2 Table showing the minor peaks in MAI evaporation of Fig. 5–
7, the compound giving rise to it as well as what parent molecule it
might come from

m/z Compound Likely parent molecule

44 C2H6N
+ CH3NH3I fragment

45 C2H7N
+ CH3NH3I fragment

63.4 I2+ HI fragment
64 HI2+ HI parent peak
129 C, H, N, I compound CH3NH3I fragment
142 CH3I

+ CH3I parent peak
150 C, H, N, I compound CH3NH3I fragment
254 I2

+ I2 parent peak
317.7 (CH3NH3I)2

+ (CH3NH3I)2 parent
peak
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degree the increased evaporation rate that one expect with
increased temperatures. This is most likely the case with them/z
¼ 32 peak which also appear in themore zoomed plots in Fig. 6a
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
and b. In case of the remaining peaks another factor might,
however, come in to play, namely thermal fracturing of the
CH3NH2. As previously found when comparing the 14 eV and
the 35 eV spectram/z¼ 142 and 15 are observed in the later case
which suggests that CH3NH2 suffers from increased ionization
decomposition when using the higher ionization energy.
Considering this observation, together with what was observed
in literature, it thus seem likely that CH3 and CH3I are
predominately formed from CH3NH2 and HI decomposition
products originating from either thermal or ionization frac-
turing.15,16 This could also be the explanation for the peaks atm/
z ¼ 44 and 45 which are attributed to C2H6N and C2H7N,
respectively. Increased thermal decomposition is, however, less
likely to be the cause for the increase in m/z ¼ 32 as CH3NH3

fractures into CH3NH2 and one would thus expect a decreasing
presence of CH3NH3 as the temperature increases. At 240 �C all
the peaks are seen to be severely diminished which strongly
suggests that the supply of MAI ran out. This hypotheses is
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 29899–29908 | 29905



Fig. 7 Intensity plots showing the significant peaks (>500 counts) of the mass scans of MAI as a function of temperature. The measurements
were done using an ionization energy of 14 eV. (a) Shows them/z¼ 14–48 spectra whilem/z¼ 125–145 is shown in (b). The fullm/z¼ 0–100 and
100–200 spectra are shown in Fig. S11 and S12,† respectively.
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supported by the fact that the chamber pressure was observed to
drop from 2.0 � 10�4 Pa to 5.0 � 10�5 Pa. In addition the Al
sample container appeared empty when it was visually inspec-
ted aer the experiment. Finally the fact that the MAI ran out
agrees well with our experience from CH3NH3PbI(3�x)Clx fabri-
cation in a PVD set up where several grams of MAI was found to
be expended in an hour at this evaporation temperature. The
additional peaks observed in the experiment are again shown in
Table 2.

From the mass spectrometry data we can conclude that MAI
does not actually evaporate as a compound, but dissociatively as
mainly CH3NH2 and HI when using a source temperature of
130 �C. The only “MAI-like” compound which is observed is
a very small amount of the MAI-dimer when using lower evap-
oration temperatures. Taking this into account offers an
explanation as to why one needs high MAI evaporation pres-
sures for successful perovskite deposition: no MAI arrives at the
sample and therefore, both a HI and a CH3NH2 molecule need
to be present at the same time and place on the surface of the
PbCl2. This means that the conversion probability becomes
much smaller and that the net rate is more likely to scale with
the square of the chamber pressure rather than linearly with the
direct ux like regular evaporative PVD. This issue naturally
becomes substantially worse as one starts to heat the substrate
since the vapour pressure of both compounds will increase
signicantly with temperature. An alternative explanation is
that all the HI and CH3NH2 goes to waste and that only the MAI-
dimer reacts with the PbCl2, but this scenario is also rather
problematic as the amount of dimer evaporated is, rst of all,
very low, but also because it requires that the dimer dissociate
on the surface before it reevaporates. With this in mind it is
clear that one needs to think carefully when designing an MAI
evaporation chamber as the high deposition pressure needed is
contradictory to common PVD design guidelines. Rather than
having a big chamber which is pumped at a high pumping
29906 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 29899–29908
speed it appears to be much better to reduce both pumping
speed and chamber dimensions, to minimize the waste of the
evaporated MAI. Due to these facts MAI might be better suited
for a CVD, rather than a PVD, process which has also been
demonstrated to be a viable deposition strategy in literature.11

Taking this line of thought a bit further one could imagine
using HI and CH3NH2 as precursors rather than MAI which has
the benet that one avoids synthesis and storage of the noto-
riously moisture sensitive MAI. Whether or not this is feasible
is, however, unclear and a study would need to be performed to
provide clarication on the matter.
3.3 Discussion

As mentioned in the introduction other groups have performed
mass spectrometry on MAI and upon comparing the results
obtained here with these some similarities, but also some
discrepancies, emerge. Nenon et al.16 use thermogravimetric
analysis coupled with temperature programmed XRD and mass
spectrometry to gauge the stability of various perovskite species
and their precursors. At a temperature of 110 �C they observe
small amounts of m/z ¼ 15, 17, 18, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 31 which
are indicative of CH3NH2 evaporation and agrees well with what
was observed here. Additionally they observe peaks in the 42–48
AMU e�1 range some of which are present in our experiments
but not in large quantities before 200 �C. As the temperature
increases they observe an increase in peak intensity which is in
good agreement with what one would expect, namely, that the
evaporation rate is increased. At temperatures above 170 �C the
intensity of the peaks related to CH3 and NH3 increase strongly
in magnitude while that of CH3NH2 is observed to disappear.
This suggests that CH3NH2 fractures completely above this
temperature. The increased amount of observed CH3 ts well
with our measurements though we never observe the disap-
pearance of the parent peak, CH3NH2. From their collective
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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results they additionally conclude that MAI begins to evaporate
from CH3NH3PbI(3�x)Clx at around 100 �C which again agrees
well whith what we have observed. Juarez-Perez et al.15 likewise
perform thermogravimetric analysis coupled with mass spec-
trometry and additionally show rst principle calculation to
analyse the exhaust gas of thermally decomposing CH3NH3PbI3.
Like Nenon et al.16 they go from room temperature up to 400 �C
but use a mass spectrometer with a wider mass range enabling
them to measure up to 200 AMU e�1. This allows them to
observe both I, CH3I, NH3 and CH3 evaporating off MAI at
around 300 �C. They conclude that MAI is thermally cracked
primarily into CH3I and NH3 which agrees with what was
observed by Nenon et al.16 at temperatures above 170 �C given
that Nenon et al.16 did not measure masses above 100 AMU e�1.
Considering this information together with the results obtained
here, it suggests that MAI evaporates mainly as CH3NH3I and HI
at lower temperatures but shis cracking pattern towards CH3I
and NH3 at temperatures above 170 �C. In contrast to what was
observed here and by Nenon et al.16 Juarez-Perez et al.15 do not
measure any signicant peaks at lower temperatures which
means that they do not observe this shi in their experiments.
They do, however, mix their sample with an alumina powder for
their TGA experiments and use a carrier gas (He) to transport
the evaporants to their mass spectrometer. Both the alumina
matrix and the He will likely slow the diffusion of the decom-
position gasses away from their sample holder. Their experi-
mental approach is thus different from ours and the one
employed by Nenon et al.16 which is likely the cause for the
discrepancies. The high temperature regime is not immediately
relevant for MAI deposition as the frequently used evaporation
temperatures are, as mentioned earlier, somewhat lower than
170 �C in most cases. It is, however, very useful in the case of
perovskite degradation as it provide insight into what one could
expect from a high temperature annealing which is routinely
used when depositing protection layers like TiO2.22

4 Conclusion

We can conclude that MAI suffers from a very low sticking
coefficient which results in low deposition rates under typical
PVD chamber pressures. Furthermore the majority of the
observed deposition rate is indirect which has the consequence
that MAI goes everywhere in the deposition chamber. This
means that a direct line of sight from the source to the target is
not needed – something which is otherwise paramount in PVD
chambers. The initial MAI sticking can be improved by
providing a lm of PbCl2 for it to land on and subsequently
react with. When heating the target containing the PbCl2 lm to
regular substrate temperatures the observed rate is, however,
much diminished as the vapour pressure of the MAI is
increased. By varying the PbCl2 lm thickness we can conclude
that the rate saturates faster the thinner the lm. This
phenomenon can be explained by the diffusion rate being PbCl2
concentration dependent with the result that the diffusion rate
of the thicker lms is higher. From the QCM results we can
conclude that high MAI pressures are needed for the diffusion
rate of the MAI, through the forming perovskite lm, to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
outweigh its desorption rate especially if the target is held at
elevated temperatures. The mass spectrometry explains the
underlying cause for this behaviour as the MAI is observed not
to evaporate as a compound but rather dissociatively (primarily
as HI and CH3NH2) or in small amounts as an MAI-dimer
((CH3NH3I)2). When making perovskite lms, this has the
consequence that both CH3NH2 and HI need to be present at
the same time in order for PbCl2 to be converted into perovskite
which lowers the reaction probability. One therefore needs
relatively high pressures of the two species in order for the
incoming ux to surpass the simultaneous re-desorption and
allow for proper conversion to the perovskite. These results
provide fundamental insight into the nature of MAI evaporation
and should be taken into account when designing an MAI
vacuum deposition chamber since parameters such as pumping
speed and chamber dimensions needs to be more like those of
a CVD system as opposed to those of a typical PVD system.
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